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A characterization of sets of cardinal < G 

by H E L E N F . CULLEN (University of Massachusetts) (*) 

Suinniary. - First a property for sets caïled set-separabiïity is defined. It 
is then shown with the aid of some results of Marcsewski that a set 
T is set-separable if and only if T lias cardinal < C. 

INTRODUCTION'. Marczewski ([!]), in proving separability for 
certain product spaces, uses the following lemma : the product 
space NT, where N is the set of natural numbers with the discrète 
topology, is separable if T is any subset of the real numbers. In 
the proof of this lemma, a property related to the density of the 
rationals in the reals is used. I t is the purpose of this note first 
to abstract this property to obtain a set-theôretic property and 
then to use it to characterize sets of cardinal < C. 

1. SET-SEPARAJBITITY. A finite partition of a set, T, will, as 
usual, dénote a finite collection of disjoint subsets of T whose 
union cou tain s T. 

Définition 1. A partition, P, of a set, T, is said to separate the 
subset M of T if and only if distinct points in M lie in distinct 
sets in P , 

Définition 2. A set T is said to be set-separable if and only if 
there exists & countable collection, $, of finite partitions such that 
each finite subset of T is separated by a partition in $. 

LEMMA. 1. If a set A is similar to a set B and if A is set-sepa
rable then B is set-separable. 

The proof is straighforward and will be omitted. 

LEMMA. 2. Every subset T of real numbers is set-separable. 

(*) Pervenuta alla Segreteria dell'U.M.I. il 29 gennaio 1964. 
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Proof. For each finite subset | rM r î } ..., rn | of rational num
bers, such that rï < r 2 < ... < r n , define the partition 

A1=\x\x<r1\i Ai=\x\rl^x <ir2\, ... , Au=\x\rn<x\ 

of T. Since the set of ail finite subsets of the set of rationals is 
countable, the set, §, of ail such partitions is countable. From the 
density of the rationals in the reals, it follows immediately that 
each finite set of éléments in T is separated by some partition 
in g* and hence T is set-separable. 

COROLLARY 1. Every set of cardinal < C is set-separable. 

Proof. From the définition of <; and from Lemma 1, the 
corollary follows. 

2. SET-SEPARABILITY AND TOPOLOGTCAL SEPARABTLITY. 

THEOREM 1. If T is any set-separable set, then NT is a separable 
space. 

Proof. Let g* dénote a countable collection of finite partitions 
which separate the finite sets of T. Let D= \f in NT\f is constant 
on each of the subsets Ax, A%, ..., An of some partition in 2 |. 
Each fuuction in D is identified by a finite partition \Al9Ai9 ..., An\ 
and an n-tuple (/"(AJ, fiAJ, ..., f(An)) of natural numbers. Since 
the set of ail n-tuples of natural numbers is countable and since 
$ is countable, D is countable. Next, let 4> be any élément in 
NT and let G* be any basic open set in NT which contains ¢. 
G* = n Ga where Ga = N except for a = a,, a s , ..., uk k a 

atT 

natural number. Let P = | Al, A%, ... , An | be a finite partition 
in g which séparâtes | a,, a2J . ., aft ). Let ĉ  £ Ai,, a2 £ Ai2t ..., aft s A%k. 
There exists in D a function f such that f{Aix) = <b(u.x\ f(Ai2) = 
= <t>(a2), ..., f(Aik) = <b(a.k). Hence, f is in G* and D is dense in 
N?. Thus N? is separable. 

3. SET-SEPARABILITY AND THE CARDINAL,, C. In [1], Marczewski 
establishes the following: a product space Tl X« where heach Xa 

aeT 

has disjoint non-empty open sets is separable if and only if (1) 
each Xx is separable and (2) the cardinal of T is less than or 
equal to C. 
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THEOREM 2. A set T has cardinal greater than C if and o1 

if T is not set-separable. 

Proof. A. Let T hâve cardinal greater than C. The space NT 

is not, then, separable by Marczewski's theorem. Hence, by 
Theorem 1, T cannot be set-separable. 

B. Let T be not set-separable. By corollary 1 T does not hâve 
cardinal < ; C. B y comp «rability of cardinals numbers, T has 
cardinal > C. 

CoROLiiARY 2. A set T has cardinal < ; C if and only if T is 
set-separable. 
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